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Problem StatementProblem Statement
In order to implement the energy flow In order to implement the energy flow 
algorithm as a part of the event algorithm as a part of the event 
reconstruction, we need a framework within reconstruction, we need a framework within 
which we can communicate between which we can communicate between 
packages.packages.
Need common definitions (interfaces) for Need common definitions (interfaces) for 
constituents of final reconstructed particles.constituents of final reconstructed particles.
Need canonical samples on which to develop Need canonical samples on which to develop 
and test reconstruction algorithms.and test reconstruction algorithms.
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ReconstructedParticleReconstructedParticle II
A class which encapsulates the behavior of an A class which encapsulates the behavior of an 
object which can be used for physics analysis.object which can be used for physics analysis.

mirrors mirrors MCParticleMCParticle

Kinematics determined by track momentum or Kinematics determined by track momentum or 
calorimeter cluster energy at time of creation.calorimeter cluster energy at time of creation.
ID determined later by particle ID algorithms, ID determined later by particle ID algorithms, 
e.g. track e.g. track dE/dxdE/dx, cluster shape, or , cluster shape, or 
combination of detector element variables.combination of detector element variables.

could entertain multiple hypotheses.could entertain multiple hypotheses.
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ReconstructedParticleReconstructedParticle IIII
Can also be created from combinations of Can also be created from combinations of 
other other ReconstructedParticlesReconstructedParticles..
e.g. Photon can be single EM cluster without e.g. Photon can be single EM cluster without 
associated track, or combination of eassociated track, or combination of e++ and eand e--, , 
each composed of an EM cluster and a each composed of an EM cluster and a 
matching track.matching track.
Resonances, when identifiable.Resonances, when identifiable.
Jets could also be Jets could also be ReconstructedParticlesReconstructedParticles..
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ParticleTypeParticleType
Encapsulates information about known types Encapsulates information about known types 
of particles, e.g.of particles, e.g.

namename
massmass
chargecharge
pdgpdg codecode

Not limited to SM particles, could also simply Not limited to SM particles, could also simply 
consider “consider “EFlowEFlow” particles, e.g. “Neutral EM”, ” particles, e.g. “Neutral EM”, 
“Neutral “Neutral HadronHadron”, “Charged ”, “Charged HadronHadron”, etc.”, etc.
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ParticleIdParticleId
Combines a Combines a ParticleTypeParticleType and the probability and the probability 
for the id given by a for the id given by a ParticleTypeIdentifierParticleTypeIdentifier..
Also contains a GUID to allow the Also contains a GUID to allow the 
identification to be reviewed at a later time.identification to be reviewed at a later time.
ReconstructedParticleReconstructedParticle should contain all the should contain all the 
information needed by a information needed by a ParticleTypeIdentifierParticleTypeIdentifier
to return a to return a ParticleIdParticleId..
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ReconstructedParticleReconstructedParticle attributesattributes
Collection of calorimeter Cells and/or ClustersCollection of calorimeter Cells and/or Clusters
Collection of TracksCollection of Tracks
Collection of Collection of ParticleIdsParticleIds (sorted by probability)(sorted by probability)
MassMass
ChargeCharge
KinematicsKinematics
Collection of Collection of ReconstructedParticlesReconstructedParticles of which this is of which this is 
composedcomposed
ReconstructedParticleReconstructedParticle of which this is a constituentof which this is a constituent
Flag to indicate whether this is a final stateFlag to indicate whether this is a final state
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Photon IdPhoton Id
Developed simple cone algorithm for finding Developed simple cone algorithm for finding 
EM clusters.EM clusters.

Fast, efficient.Fast, efficient.

Implemented fully covariant Implemented fully covariant χχ2 2 calculation for calculation for 
longitudinal shower shape analysis.longitudinal shower shape analysis.

Use shower width for Use shower width for γγ--ππ0 0 discrimination.discrimination.
In addition, use trackIn addition, use track--match and E/p for match and E/p for 
electron id.electron id.
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Cone AlgorithmCone Algorithm
Currently using fixed cone radius of 0.03Currently using fixed cone radius of 0.03

Based on energy contained within cone.Based on energy contained within cone.
Based on number of clusters.Based on number of clusters.

Could also use a cone radius based on energy Could also use a cone radius based on energy 
of seed cell.of seed cell.
Currently split clusters whose cones overlap Currently split clusters whose cones overlap 
by associating cells to nearest cone axis.by associating cells to nearest cone axis.
Could also search for NN clusters within cone.Could also search for NN clusters within cone.
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Longitudinal Energy DistributionLongitudinal Energy Distribution
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Longitudinal Longitudinal HMatrixHMatrix
Use longitudinal energy depositions and their Use longitudinal energy depositions and their 
correlations to create a cluster correlations to create a cluster χχ22..
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Cluster Cluster χχ22
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MuonMuon IdId
Using Rich Using Rich Markeloff’sMarkeloff’s package to identify package to identify 
muonsmuons..
Works well in central (barrel) region for high Works well in central (barrel) region for high 
pTpT muonsmuons..
Needs to be extended into Needs to be extended into endcapsendcaps
Needs to be augmented to find Needs to be augmented to find muonsmuons which which 
range out before making it to the range out before making it to the muonmuon
system.system.
Need to characterize efficiencies, fakes, etc.Need to characterize efficiencies, fakes, etc.
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Charged Charged HadronHadron IdId
Continuing to characterize Continuing to characterize pionpion shower shapes shower shapes 
in calorimeters as function of momentum and in calorimeters as function of momentum and 
direction.direction.
PionShowerPionShower class being developed to class being developed to 
encapsulate the association of hit calorimeter encapsulate the association of hit calorimeter 
cells with extrapolated tracks.cells with extrapolated tracks.

Follows MIP trace to shower start.Follows MIP trace to shower start.
Characterize hitCharacterize hit--track association with track association with χχ22..
Will allow association to proceed until a limit is Will allow association to proceed until a limit is 
reached on either match reached on either match χχ22 or E/p.or E/p.
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HadronicHadronic Shower ShapesShower Shapes
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Prototype ReconstructionPrototype Reconstruction
public public ReconstructedParticleJob(doubleReconstructedParticleJob(double radius, double radius, double 

seedEminseedEmin, double , double clusEminclusEmin, String , String hmxNamehmxName, double , double 
clusEminclusEmin, double , double chisqminchisqmin, double , double trackdistmintrackdistmin))
{{

// // Smear Tracker hits with resolutionSmear Tracker hits with resolution
add(newadd(new SmearDriverSmearDriver());());
// // Find tracksFind tracks
add(newadd(new TrackRecoTrackReco());());
// // build up the build up the efloweflow eventevent
// // sets up and populates the sets up and populates the CalorimeterHitMapCalorimeterHitMap
add(newadd(new EflowEventBuilderEflowEventBuilder()); ()); 
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Prototype ReconstructionPrototype Reconstruction
// // Find Find muonsmuons
add(newadd(new MuonFinderMuonFinder());());
// // Find EM clusters using a simple cone algorithmFind EM clusters using a simple cone algorithm
add(newadd(new EMConeClusterBuilder(radiusEMConeClusterBuilder(radius, , seedEminseedEmin, , 

clusEminclusEmin));));
// // Construct and identify the Construct and identify the ReconstructedParticlesReconstructedParticles
// // Photons, electrons, pi0Photons, electrons, pi0
add(newadd(new

EMParticleFinder(hmxName,clusEmin,chisqmin,trackdistminEMParticleFinder(hmxName,clusEmin,chisqmin,trackdistmin));));
// // charged hadronscharged hadrons
add(newadd(new ChargedParticleFinderChargedParticleFinder());());
//// neutral hadronsneutral hadrons
add(newadd(new NeutralHadronFinderNeutralHadronFinder());());
// // Physics!Physics!
add(newadd(new EventAnalyzerEventAnalyzer());());

}}
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To doTo do
Establish use cases for Establish use cases for ReconstructedParticlesReconstructedParticles

Try out a few example analyses, improve.Try out a few example analyses, improve.

Clean interface at this level allows much closer  Clean interface at this level allows much closer  
collaboration.collaboration.
Where do we draw the line between Where do we draw the line between 
reconstruction and analysis?reconstruction and analysis?

We currently think of “We currently think of “EFlowEFlow Objects” as end Objects” as end 
deliverable, and let user do jetdeliverable, and let user do jet--finding, etc.finding, etc.

Iterate!Iterate!
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